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CIT 3291: COMPUTER APPLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS  

  
DATE: JANUARY 2022          TIME: 2 HOURS 

INSTRUCTIONS:  Answer question one and any other two questions.  
 

QUESTION 1 (30 MARKS) 
 
1. Bhatt is writing a computer program in a high-level language.  He uses a language 

translator.   
a. State the purpose of a language translator     (2 Marks) 
b. He uses an interpreter.   State two benefits of using an interpreter instead of a 

compiler while writing the program.      (2 Marks) 

2. Explain the differences between ROM and RAM     (2 Marks) 
3. List two application software that you can use for the following: 

a. Word-processing        (2 Marks) 

b. Spreadsheets         (2 Marks) 

c. Presentation        (2 Marks) 

4. Give four options for improving web page performance    (4 Marks) 

5. Explain five benefits that an organization may gain by integrating computer applications 
in its functional transactions.        (5 Marks) 

6. Explain 5 benefits of the internet to a business organization.  (5 Marks) 

7. Consider the following e-mail address assigned to one of the student groups by Mr. 
Maston group1@students.must.ac.ke 

a. Identify the user name in the e-mail address             (1 Mark) 
b. State what students.must.ac.ke part of the e-mail address represents  

                (2 Marks) 
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8. Explain the use of utility programs in computers     (1Mark) 

 

QUESTION 2 (20 MARKS) 
 

1. A company Database Administrator is creating a relational database to store data about 
his customers. State 2 software that he can use to achieve his objective  (2 Marks) 

2. Differentiate between the following terms with respect to spreadsheet programs.  
(6 Marks) 

a. Workbook and spreadsheet 
b. Chart and legend 
c. Sort and filter 

3. Write the spreadsheet formula and function required for the following arithmetical 
operations. 
a. Add the contents of the cells in column G, rows three through row seven  

(2 Marks) 
b. Find the average of contents of the cells in row twelve, column B through column 

F          (2 Marks) 
4. Differentiate the following terms in the context of presentation application software 

a. Presentation and slide       (2 Marks) 
b. Slide- master and handout- master      (2 Marks)  

5. Explain the difference between the Cc field and Bcc field in an e-mail program interface. 
          (2 Marks) 

6. Distinguish between Word- wrap and Text-wrap     (2 Marks) 
 
QUESTIONS 3 (20 MARKS) 
1. Briefly, explain the following types of systems as used in business applications: 

a. Enterprise Systems        (2 Marks) 

b. Supply Chain Management Systems      (2 Marks) 

c. Customer Relationship Management Systems    (2 Marks) 

d. Knowledge Management Systems      (2 Marks) 

2. Distinguish between the following terms: 

a. Word processing and word processor     (2 Marks) 

b. Spreadsheet formula and spreadsheet function    (2 Marks) 

3. List three ways of preventing headaches while using computers  (3 Marks) 

4. Outline the procedure of adding a table to your document    (3 Marks) 

5. Explain the following types of files extensions     (2 Marks) 

a. .dll 

b. .docx 
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QUESTIONS 4 (20 MARKS) 

 
1. Differentiate between the following commands as used in Ms-Word 

a. Copy paste and cut paste       (2 Marks) 

b. Paragraph alignment and paragraph indentation    (2 Marks) 

2. Differentiate between the following terminologies  

c. Internet and network        (2 Marks) 

d. Hard copy and soft copy       (2 Marks) 

e. Backspacing and delete       (2 Marks) 

3. Giving examples differentiate between primary and secondary storage.  (2 Marks) 
4. Give use of any two of input devices and two output devices of a modern computer 

          (4 Marks) 
5. Define the term operating system. Explain any three` of its functions  (4 Marks) 

 
 

QUESTIONS 5 (20 MARKS) 
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1. Refer to the first diagram in Question 5 to answer the questions below: 

a. Write an Excel function that would calculate the Total amount paid to Naomi Micheni. 

         (2 Marks) 

b. Explain the best way of calculating the Total Amount paid to other persons after 

calculating for the first person (Naomi Micheni)?    (2 Marks) 

c. Write a formula to calculate the total amount paid to the highest earner  (2 Marks) 

2. Explain the functions of the following keys found on a computer keyboard:   (4 Marks) 

a. Function keys 

b. Numeric keys 

c. Alphanumeric keys 

d. Arrow keys 

3. Explain the following commands as used in computer applications:  (5 Marks) 
a. Save 
b. Save as 
c. Recycle bin 
d. Portrait orientation  
e. Landscape Orientation 

4. The diagram below shows coded data usually input into a computer for processing: 

 
● What is the name given to above method of input (1mk)? 
● State the input device need to capture data from the above diagram   (1Mark) 

5. Explain why it is important to use computer systems in an organization  (2 Marks) 

6. Explain the term computer peripheral      (1 Mark) 
 

 

 


